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Experimental characterization of the moment-angle 
curve during level and slope locomotion of transtibial 
amputee: Which parameters can be extracted to 
quantify the adaptations of microprocessor prosthetic 
ankle?

Julie Davot1 , Marie Thomas-Pohl2, Coralie Villa1,3, Xavier Bonnet1,
Eric Lapeyre2, Jospeh Bascou1,3 and Hélène Pillet1

Abstract
In case of transtibial amputation, the deficit resulting from the loss of the lower limb can be partly compensated with a
prosthetic foot and adapted rehabilitation. New prosthetic feet have been developed for transtibial amputees to mimic
ankle adaptability to varying terrain. Among them, Microprocessor Prosthetic Ankles (MPA) have a microprocessor to
control an electric or a hydraulic actuator to adapt ankle kinematics in stairs and slopes. The objective is to investigate
parameters extracted from the moment-angle curve (MAC) and use them to compare 3 MPA during level and slope
locomotion against energy storing and return (ESR) foot. Five persons with lower limb transtibial amputation succes-
sively fitted with 3 MPA (Propriofoot�, Elan�, Meridium�) compared to their ESR foot. The participants had 2 weeks of
adaptation before data acquisition and then a 3 week wash-out period. Range of motion, equilibrium point, hysteresis,
late stance energy released, and quasi-stiffness were computed on level ground and 12% slope (upward and downward)
thanks to the MAC at the ankle. The study shows the relevance of MAC parameters to evaluate the behavior of MPA. In
particular, compared to ESR, all MPA tested in the present study demonstrated a better angle adaptation between walk-
ing conditions but a decrease of available energy for the propulsion. Among MPA, main results were: (i) for the
Propriofoot�: an adaptation of the ankle angle without modification of the pattern of the MAC (ii) for the Elan�: a lim-
ited adaptation of the range of motion but a modification of the energy released (iii) for the Meridium�, the highest
adaptation of the range of motion but the lowest available energy of propulsion. One of the main findings of the research
is to show and quantify the relationship between range of motion and energy available when using different prosthetic
feet in different walking conditions.
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Introduction

Even if recent studies have shown that the gait of peo-
ple with transtibial amputation can be as energetically
efficient as the one of able bodied when considering
young and active people,1,2 some limitations are still
reported by amputee people particularly when walking
in slopes. Indeed, for unimpaired people, the adapta-
tion to slope locomotion is mainly performed by the
ankle.3 Due to limited adaptability of the prosthetic
ankle in stance, people with a trans-tibial amputation
may adapt to slope with the residual and contralateral
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joints. In particular, the analysis of joint powers high-
lighted the role of the ipsilateral hip in slope ascent and
of the residual knee in slope descent.4–7

Nowadays, new prosthetic feet have been developed
for transtibial amputees in the aim to mimic ankle
adaptability to varying terrain. Among them,
Microprocessor Prosthetic Ankles (MPA) have a
microprocessor to control an electric or a hydraulic
actuator to adapt ankle kinematics in stairs and slopes.
Different studies have already analyzed the improve-
ment induced by these prosthetic feet compared to
energy storing and return (ESR) feet by quantifying
some parameters individually. The energetic cost
decreased with the Propriofoot�8 compared to ESR
during walking on level ground. Kinematic data have
also been used to quantify the differences between pros-
thetic feet. The dorsiflexion in slope ascent and the
plantarflexion in slope descent were closer to the ones
observed during unimpaired people gait with the
Propriofoot�7 and the Elan�.9 However, few studies
compared more than 1MPA prosthetic foot tested by
the same participant, due to the heaviness of such pro-
tocol. In static conditions, Ernst et al. investigated a
cohort of people with an amputation using five differ-
ent feet while standing on flat and inclined surfaces
(Meridium�, Propriofoot�, Elan�, Triton,� and
Raize�) and showed that the increased range of motion
and the dorsiflexion stop allow an adaptation closer to
the one of asymptomatic subjects.10 In dynamic condi-
tions, Ko et al.11 compared two different MPAs (Elan�
and Propriofoot�) with an ESR foot on one transtibial
patient. They observed an increase of the stance phase
duration during ambulation combined with a greater
dorsiflexion while using the MPAs on slope. Schmalz
et al. studied the effect of abrupt change of ramp incli-
nation in patients while walking with the Meridium�
and observed that the ankle dorsiflexion and the hip
flexion patterns were similar to the ones observed in
asymptomatic participants.12 If the above mentioned
studies allowed to highlight the benefit of MPA on
separated gait parameters, none have adressed the func-
tional outcome resulting from the effect of MPA from
simultaneous evaluation of these parameters.

To overcome this limitation and compare different
prosthetic feet, some authors have also proposed to
analyze the moment-angle curve (MAC) at the ankle in
the sagittal plane during walking.13,14 Different para-
meters can be extracted from this curve that have been
shown to be characteristics of the mechanical behavior
of the prosthetic foot. First, Hansen et al.3 computed
the hysteresis which is the net external energy lost in
the ankle. Second, the stiffness can also be assessed.14,15

The slope of the best linear fit of the MAC charac-
terizes the ankle behavior in the propulsion period of
the stance.16 However, to the author knowledge, these
parameters have never been used yet to characterize
MPA behavior.

Whereas all the MPAs claims a better slope adapta-
tion, the results in the literature are not consistent and

the design parameters difficult to extract from these
biomechanical studies.

Hansen and Starker17 proposed a list of five mechan-
ical parameters of the foot determinant of the outcome
of walking of persons with amputations on level ground
three out of five of these parameters can be quantified
from the moment-angle curve, that is therefore a way to
quantify the intrinsic foot adaptation on slope and can
be used to compare prosthetic feet.

The hypothesis of the present study is that para-
meters extracted from moment-angle curve are relevant
to compare MPA adaptations while walking in slope
and can be used for the design of such feet.

To test this hypothesis, the study aims at

- computing different parameters extracted from the
moment-angle curve and investigating their meaning
relative to the foot adaptation.

- quantifying these parameters during level and slope
locomotion of 5 persons with lower limb transtibial
amputation successively fitted with three micropro-
cessor prosthetic feet compared to their usual ESR
foot.

Material and methods

This study was approved by the local ethics committee
(2014-A01938-39 CPP Ile de France VI Groupe
Hospitalier Pitié-Salpêtrière).

Participants and protocol

Five persons with transtibial amputation were included
(individual characteristics are given in Table 1) (For
the participant TT01, only 2MPA feet have been tested
(Propriofoot & Meridium).

The inclusion criteria were the following: being over
18 years old, amputated for more than 6months, daily
user of their habitual foot (HF), correctly fitted, with-
out walking aid, for example, cane or crutches.

Three microprocessor prosthetic feet (described in
the Table 2) and the habitual foot (ESR) of each indi-
vidual were tested in a randomized order.

For each foot and after socket and alignment valida-
tion by one expert prosthetist (always the same), the
subjects had 2weeks to get used to the new prosthetic
foot. Instrumental and functional evaluations were then
performed. Between the sessions, a 3weeks wash-out
period with the habitual foot was observed before test-
ing the next MPA foot.

Motion analysis

For quantitative analysis of gait, the subject was
equipped with 54 reflective markers used to define 13
rigid segments.14 As concerns joint centers definition,
the ankle joint was assessed as the middle of the mal-
leoli for the sound limb. For the prosthetic ankle, this
center was assessed as the middle of the mechanical



foot rotation axis which could be identified for the
3MPA. For the HF, the center was taken as the sym-
metric of the sound side. For each patient and session,
the same experimenter systematically placed the mar-
kers. Pictures of markers positions were taken in order
to enhance the repeatability of positioning.

Three dimensional positions of these markers were
recorded using an optoelectronic system with eight
cameras (Vicon 8i, 100Hz, Oxford Metrics, Oxford,
UK) combined with two force plates (AMTI,
Watertown, MA, USA). A 12% ramp was specifically
designed to allow force plates recording during
walking.14

During a first acquisition, the subject was asked to
stand still during 2 s with his feet parallel. He had to
stay as much as possible without any flexion or exten-
sion of the lower limb, keep his eyes opened and look
straight ahead. Then, three walking conditions at com-
fortable speed were recorded: on level ground, on a
12% (7�) ramp ascent and on a 12% (7�) ramp descent
of 6.2m long. At least, three clean trials (meaning with
the whole foot on the force plate) were processed for
every participant with each foot.

Data analysis

The preliminary static acquisition was used to define
the local anatomical coordinate systems associated to
each body segment.14 The angular position of the joints

were then computed as the variation, from the static
reference, of the angular position of the proximal seg-
ment relatively to the distal one. The joint moments
were computed at the joint centers, by an inverse
dynamic procedure.

To obtain the ankle moment/angle curve, the evolu-
tion of the moment is then drawn as a function of the
angle. The Figure 1 shows a typical pattern of this
curve. On the graph, the heel strike corresponds to the
number 1. From point 1 to point 2, lies the foot flatten-
ing. The number 5 indicates the end of the stance phase.

The following parameters have also been extracted
(Figure 1):

- Range of motion (arrow on the Figure 1) computed
as the difference between the maximal dorsiflexion
(number 4 on Figure 1) and maximal plantarflexion
(number 2 on Figure 1),

- Equilibrium point (number 3 on Figure 1) as defined
by William et al. corresponding to the angle reached
when the moment equals zero during the period
between the foot flat and the maximum
dorsiflexion.18

- Hysteresis (gray area on the Figure 1) defined as the
net energy loss of the system, computed on the entire
gait cycle as:

Ð
Md uð Þ (with M the moment and u

the ankle angle),3

- Late stance energy released (black triangle on Figure
1) corresponding to the energy released from the

Table 1. Population included in the study.

TT01 TT02 TT03 TT04 TT05

Age (years) 29 64 29 29 35
Sex M F M M M
Amputated side R L R L L
Height (cm) 176 172 168 180 183
Mass with the prosthetic (kg) 82 68 70 66 95
Time since amputation (months) 57 35 25 19 76
Habitual foot Sierra�

(freedom
innovation)

Panthera� (Medi) Panthera� (Medi) Variflex� (Ossur) Variflex� (Ossur)

M: male; F: female; R: right; L: left.

Table 2. Description of the microprocessor prosthetic feet used and their technological principles.

Foot name Manufacturer Amplitude claimed Comment

Propriofoot � Ossur� 29� with 18� DF Motor to modify ankle position
during the swing phase

Meridium� Ottobock� Hydraulic system allowing 14�
DF and 22� PF

Can adapt the hydraulic
response and the angle of the
dorsiflexion stop

Elan� Endolite� Hydraulic block allowing 9� with
3� DF

Can adapt the hydraulic
response independently in DF
and PF, fixed range of ankle
motion

DF: dorsiflexion; PF: plantarflexion.



maximal dorsiflexion of the ankle to the end of the
stance phase (toe off – number 5 on Figure 1).

- Quasi-stiffness (black line on the Figure 1) computed
as the slope of the line that best fits the MAC of the
ankle during the unipodal stance phase.

- Global range of motion computed as the range
between maximal dorsiflexion reached during slope
ascent and the maximal plantarflexion reached dur-
ing slope descent.

Statistics

The differences of the parameters observed between
level and the other conditions were compared using the

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with ‘‘ankle type’’ (ESR,
Elan�, Propriofoot�, Meridium�) as factors. Post hoc
analyses were conducted using Tukey tests. The level of
significance was set at p \ 0.05. In the results part,
only significant differences will be reported.

Results

Table 3 summarizes the values of the different para-
meters per condition averaged over all the participants
whatever the foot used.

The following results refer only to the prosthetic
side, not to the sound side of the participants.

The effect of the foot worn by the participant has
been studied in the three conditions: level ground,
ascent, descent. The speed was not statistically different
for each participant whatever the foot for the three
situations.

Figure 2 shows the typical patterns of the moment-
angle curves. They were similar among the participants
while they were wearing the same foot except for the
Elan� for which two profiles could be observed (Figure
2(b) and (c)).

Range of motion (ROM)

The highest plantarflexion of the prosthetic ankle com-
plex among all prosthetic feet was observed when parti-
cipants walked down the ramp when using the
Meridium� foot and could reached 17� (Table 3).

The maximal dorsiflexion was also observed with
the Meridium� (10�) in descent. On the contrary, the
Elan� presented the lowest value of maximal dorsiflex-
ion in ascent (9�) and maximal plantarflexion in descent
(12�). The difference of the maximal dorsiflexion was

Figure 1. Ankle moment (Nm/kg) versus ankle angle (degrees)
on level ground (dorsiflexion is positive and plantarflexion is
negative)–Number 1: heel strike, Number 2: maximal
plantarflexion–Number 3: equilibrium point–Number 4: maximal
dorsiflexion–Number 5: toe off, the black triangle area
correspond to the late stance energy release, the gray area to
the hysteresis.

Figure 2. Typical patterns of the ankle moment (Nm/kg) versus ankle angle (degrees) in three different conditions (ascent = red,
level = blue, descent = yellow) for the different feet tested–each subfigure corresponds to the average of one participant describing
the typical patterns obtained (one for each foot except the Elan which had two different patterns (b and c).[AQ: 1].



statistically significant for the Meridium� compared to
the Elan� (p=0.008) and to the ESR (p=0.0027).

In every situation, the highest ROM was observed
with the Meridium� (on average, 19.5� in descent,
20.5� on level ground, 22.6� in ascent) and the lowest
ROM with the Elan� (on average, 18.9� in descent,
18.9� on level ground and 13.9� in ascent).

When considering all the conditions, the global
range of motion (from the maximal plantarflexion to
the maximal dorsiflexion across all conditions) was also
quantified. The highest global range of motion was
observed for the Meridium� (27.8� in average) and the
lowest for the Elan� (20.5�). The global range of
motion was statistically different between the
Meridium� and the Elan� (p=0.0358).

Equilibrium point

For the ESR, the equilibrium point was similar in the
three conditions (no shift of the curve along the X axis)
(Figure 2(a)). For the Elan�, the equilibrium point was
not shifted for the first characteristic pattern

(Figure 2(b)). This was not true for the second charac-
teristic pattern (Figure 2(c)). For the Propriofoot�,
there was no shift of the equilibrium point between
level ground and descent. On the contrary, a shift could
be observed between level ground and ascent (Figure
2(d)). Finally, there is a shift of the equilibrium point
with the Meridium�, between level ground and descent
as between level ground and ascent (Figure 1(e)).

Hysteresis

The hysteresis (Figure 2 and Table 3) was different for
the 4 feet and the three conditions. The Propriofoot�
and the ESR presented the lowest hysteresis and their
averaged values remain similar in all conditions. The
Meridium� hysteresis was statistically higher (2–3
times) than the one of the other 3 feet (p=0.001).

Concerning the Elan�, 2 different behaviors were
observed:

- For two subjects, during the ascent, the hysteresis
was almost null: all the energy stored was returned

Table 3. Mean values (standard deviation) for each foot of all participants for each parameter and the three different conditions.

Variable Foot Down Level Up

Speed (m/s) ESR 1.3 (0.2) 1.2 (0.2) 1.2 (0.2)
Elan 1.3 (0.1) 1.3 (0.2) 1.3 (0.2)
Propriofoot 1.3 (0.1) 1.2 (0.1) 1.3 (0.2)
Meridium 1.3 (0.2) 1.3 (0.2) 1.3 (0.2)

Max DF (�) ESR 7.9 (1.6) 9.2 (1.8) 10.4 (3.0)
Elan 7 (0.7) 8.3 (0.7) 9 (0.2)
Propriofoot 9.6 (2.2) 10.5 (2.2) 13.5 (1.1)
Meridium 9.9 (3.9) 9 (2.5) 15 (3.3)

Max PF (�) ESR 11.4 (1.6) 9.6 (1.4) 7.1 (0.6)
Elan 11.9 (0.5) 10.6 (0.6) 4.9 (2.7)
Propriofoot 11 (1.5) 10.3 (2.0) 4.6 (0.7)
Meridium 12.7 (2.7) 11.3 (2.1) 4.5 (1.0)

Range of motion (�) ESR 19.3 18.8 17.5
Elan 18.9 18.9 13.9
Propriofoot 20.6 20.8 18.1
Meridium 22.6 20.3 19.5

Equilibrium point (�) ESR 7 (1.9) 6.2 (1.2) 5.4 (0.8)
Elan 5 (1.3) 7.1 (1.9) 2.5 (2.8)
Propriofoot 6.2 (1.0) 6.6 (1.8) 3 (0.0)
Meridium 11.2 (2.) 9.6 (2.2) 4.8 (1.2)

Hysteresis (J/kg) ESR 4.2 (1.7) 3.7 (1.4) 3.0 (1.8)
Elan 5.2 (2.2) 5.4 (1.9) 1.5 (1.5)
Propriofoot 3.3 (0.6) 3.8 (1.6) 4.1 (1.8)
Meridium 15.2 (2.8) 10.4 (2.4) 7.1 (1.7)

Energy propulsion (J/kg) ESR 5.6 (1.5) 7.3 (3.1) 9.1 (4.2)
Elan 4.0 (0.3) 5.4 (0.4) 6.1 (0.8)
Propriofoot 5.6 (1.3) 6.7 (0.8) 8.0 (0.9)
Meridium 2.2 (0.5) 3.7 (0.9) 4.0 (1.1)

Quasi-stiffness (Nm/kg/�) ESR 0.08 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01)
Elan 0.08 (0.01) 0.11 (0,00) 0.09 (0.02)
Propriofoot 0.07 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02
Meridium 0.08 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01) 0.10 (0.01)

Range of motion global including
the three walking conditions (�)

ESR 22 (3.3)
Elan 20.5 (0.9)
Propriofoot 24 (1.9)
Meridium 27.8 (4.1)



(Figure 2(b)). On level ground and in descent, the
hysteresis was not null but was similar in both
conditions.

- For two subjects, on the contrary, the MAC showed
a real loading phase (Figure 2(c)) and the hysteresis
changed depending on the condition (Areadescent .

Areaflat . Areaascent).

Late stance energy released

Concerning the late stance energy released correspond-
ing to the propulsion energy, the same trends as for the
hysteresis could be observed for all feet depending on
the situation. The energy released was the lowest in des-
cent and the highest in ascent. On level ground, it was
higher than in descent and lower than in ascent. The
foot with the lowest energy for the propulsion was the
Meridium�.

Quasi-stiffness

The values of stiffness quantified for the different feet
and conditions did not reveal statistical differences.

Discussion

The first aim of the study was to investigate the ability
of different parameters extracted from the moment-
angle curve in the quantification of prosthetic feet adap-
tation between level and slope locomotion. To this pur-
pose, some parameters coming from the literature were
quantified from gait analysis data of five people with
transtibial amputation successively fitted with 3MPAs
compared to their usual ESR foot in three walking con-
ditions (level ground, upslope, and downslope).

The present study confirms the interest of the MAC
for the design and the evaluation of biomimetic pros-
thetic feet as already suggested in the literature.3,15 The
results also support that parameters extracted from this
curve are very useful to quantify the adaptation of
MPA.18 Indeed, these parameters are synthetic of the
role of the ankle-foot complex, which allow the com-
parison of different technological design.19

The Propriofoot� was the first MPA. The electric
actuator is able to modify the ankle position during the
swing phase toward dorsiflexion during slope ascent
and toward plantarflexion during slope descent. It
results in a shift of the ankle MAC on the angle axis
that could be observed between the different condi-
tions. This adaptation is higher during slope ascent
than during slope descent. The global pattern of the
curve remains the same, showing that the behavior of
the foot is not modified during the stance phase.7 This
is consistent with the design of the foot as the observed
range of motion is due to the foot structure deforma-
tion under loading (like ESR feet). The results also
show that the ankle angle adaptation allows to decrease
the energy return during slope descent and to increase

it during slope ascent in an order of magnitude close to
the value obtained with ESR feet.

The Elan� foot adapts to varying terrain by modifying
the damping coefficient of the ankle unit accounting for
9� of flexion extension.9,20 The ankle MAC is not shifted
on the angle axis but the hysteresis is adapted to the slope
to dissipate more energy during slope descent or less dur-
ing slope ascent. The increase of the range of motion in
slope, consecutive to the increase of plantarflexion in des-
cent and dorsiflexion in ascent is limited compared to the
other feet tested in this study. Finally, two profiles of
MAC could be observed, corresponding to a variable
adaptation of the foot depending on the individual set-
ting. In particular, the setting of the hydraulic valve can
impact the possible range of motion of the ankle.

The behavior of the Meridium� is also adapted to
varying terrain by modifying the hydraulic ankle beha-
vior but on a wider range of motion than the Elan� and
is able to hydraulically lock the ankle at a given
angle.10,21 The ankle MAC was shifted along the angle
axis toward dorsiflexion during slope ascent until 15
degrees of maximal dorsiflexion and toward plantarflex-
ion during slope descent until 12.7 degrees. These ampli-
tudes allowed the highest global range of motion
observed in the study giving a wide ability to adapt to
the different walking conditions. The hysteresis of the
curve during stance is also modified showing an increase
of the dissipated energy during slope descent and a
decrease of the dissipated energy during slope ascent.
However, the returned energy during propulsion is the
smallest among the feet tested in this study. The
Meridium is the foot that presents the highest differences
of hysteresis of the MAC between the different walking
conditions. During the descent, more energy is lost com-
pared to the other tested feet, which helps the subject in
controlling his descent. In ascent, the hysteresis is
decreased compared to level ground and descent. Thus,
the dissipation of energy is limited in this condition
where more energy is needed to go up the slope.
However, it results in a low available power for the pro-
pulsion compared to the other feet. This trend is consis-
tent with the functioning of the foot as the net external
energy loss is directly linked to the energy that can be
returned and used for propulsion.

Suggestive feedbacks and clinical functional test
have been investigated in the companion article pub-
lished in 2019 by Thomas-Pohl et al.22 Basically, the
participants found the MPAs heavier and less reactive
for the propulsion.

Study limitations

The first limitation of the present study is the sample
size which limits the power of the statistical analysis.
Also, the population recruited was young (four of the
participants were younger than 35 years old) and very
active (military population).

The definition of the ankle center for the prosthetic
feet can be also discussed. Indeed, for carbon-leaf foot



design, there is no mechanical axis and the position of
an ankle center is questionable.23 On the contrary, for
the 3MPAs tested in the study, the mechanical axis
could be visually identified, which ensures a consistent
comparison between the feet.

The marker placement between sessions could intro-
duced biases on the computation of the joint angles and
moments, even if it was limited by the protocol.

Finally, even with an adaptation time and a fitting
performed always by the same expert prosthetist, differ-
ent profiles with the use of the Elan can be observed
that can be related to the individual needs of the patient
that the prosthetist must have to fulfill.

Conclusion

The results of the present study show that the para-
meters that can be extracted from the moment/angle
curve of prosthetic ankle foot are useful for the evalua-
tion of their behavior in situ as it allowed to differenti-
ate the different MPA. The main advantage of this
curve is to synthetize the main parameters that have an
impact on the gait and that are in relation with the
design of the foot.

This independent study has allowed to compare
microprocessor-controlled ankle with ESR foot by pro-
viding meaningful parameters in different walking con-
ditions. This quantitative evaluation shows that every
MPA adapts their range of motion to the condition but
that these adaptations result in a modification of the
available energy for the propulsion, which must be
taken into account according to the activity of the
person.

Thus, it confirms that the choice of the more adapted
prosthetic foot to a given person is a trade-off between
comfort/propulsion and project life/compensations.
The present study will be completed by the investigation
of the overlying segments adaptation to characterize
immediate compensations that can be observed when
wearing different prosthetic feet.
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